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cERTlFlGATE
confirms that the product

FORTEHUM L/K
13Yo potassium salt of the humic acid

manufactured by the company

Humatex, ?.s.
u|. Důlní ěp. 199, 41801 Bílina, Czech Republic
NlP: CZ25458442

Date of issue
valid until:

2020-12-o1
2023-11-3o

,:''

lng. Dušan Shejbal, Ph,D.
puty Director of Certification Division
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The validity oí the
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ed at: www.itczlin,cz.
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lNST|TUT PRo TESToVÁNí A cERTlFlKAGI, a.s.
trida Tomase Bati 299, Louky, 763 02 Zlín, Czech Republic

No. 20 0516 T/ITC

meets requirements of the following technical specifications:

the technical standard TN 01_2003 and TN 03-2003, for testing sodium and potassium salts
of the humic acid, as amended, issued by Humatex, d. s,, Bílina

lnstitute for testing and certification, a.s. has successfully applied Certification Scheme 1a of ČSN EN
lSO/lEC 17067:2014 in accordance with relevant parts of the documents above, The Certificate has been
issued based on the product description, the related documentation and results of the evaluation as stated in
the Final Report No. 31350104112020,

Terms of use of the certificate and related information:
1. The certificate relates only to the above referenced model(s) of the product.

2. lt does not imply that lnstitute for testing and certification, a,s. has peďormed any surveillance or control of the manufacturing
process.

3. lt is the responsibility of the ceňificate holder to ensure the conformity oí all products of the model with the type assessed through this
certificate.

4. The certificate remains valid until the manufacturing conditions or requirements of the relevant documents are changed, but no
longer than to the date of validity.

5, The certificate holder shall inform lnstitute for testing and ceňification, a.s, about all essential changes in the production or
materials of the certified product(s) which might afíect the product conformity.

6. The ceňificate holder shall follow the Rules for ceňificate use accessible at: wvwv.itczlin,cz,
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